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Are You Being Served?
The Amazing DEVSERV Command

S torage administration in large modern
data centers is a complex task.

Efficiently managing the immense number of
disk and tape devices present in large enter-
prises requires an understanding of both
general information such as the types of
devices available and their capabilities, as
well as the specifics of how particular groups
of devices in an installation are interconnected
and used. To manage this complexity, storage
administrators can often turn to sophisticated
vendor products that provide reams of textu-
al or graphical information about the status
of devices. However, such advanced tools
may not always be available. Even if they
are, they often have a steep learning curve
that competes with the myriad of other tasks
vying for the storage administrator’s time.

Tools that are simple to use, available at
every site, and always work the same way
are a real blessing for the storage adminis-
trator. One such tool that I will discuss this
month is the DEVSERV console command.
DEVSERV has been around for many years
and has evolved in power and usefulness as
the sophistication of the disk and tape storage
systems on which it reports has grown.

The DEVSERV command, the documenta-
tion for which can be found the System
Commands Reference (GC28-1781), provides
a wealth of detail on disk and tape devices
present in the system. (An older WSC Flash,
number 9608, also documents DEVSERV
nicely). The information returned by
DEVSERV ranges from the mundane, such as
device and volume serial numbers, to the
exotic, such as the contents of buffers
containing information retrieved directly
from the device by channel commands such
as Read Device Characteristics. DEVSERV
can be useful in obtaining information in such
disparate instances as determining whether a
device has “pinned” data in its NVS (non-
volatile storage) or cache, or whether the tape

unit type defined in a UCB (Unit Control
Block) differs from the actual tape device.

There are five major divisions to the
DEVSERV command. DEVSERV PATHS
provides information on the physical paths
to devices, including channel path ids, logical
mode, device number, and so on. Unlike the
DISPLAY M or DISPLAY U commands,
which provide similar information,
DEVSERV PATHS actually performs I/O
to the specified devices, and thus is useful
in finding inconsistencies in the system
configuration as defined, as opposed to how
it actually exists. DEVSERV SMS provides
information on the status of SMS-managed
volumes and the storage groups to which
they belong. DEVSERV QDASD provides
great detail on selected DASD volumes,
including an indication of the device status,
e.g., PPRC or dual-copy primary vs. sec-
ondary status, or RAMAC sparing status.
DEVSERV QTAPE provides similarly
detailed information for tape devices.
Finally, DEVSERV QPAVS displays data
on IBM 2105 (Shark) devices, including the
status of Parallel Access Volumes (PAVS).

Some of the real power of the DEVSERV
command comes from its extensive selec-
tion criteria. The units to be examined are
determined by one or more options that
allow a very detailed choice of devices. You
can select devices for display not only by
device number or volume serial number, but
also by generic type, subsystem id or 10-
digit device serial number. The default is to
select only one device for processing, but a
number of devices, which will be examined
in ascending sequence of device number,
may also be specified. Using SSID=ALL
will cause data to be obtained (and an I/O
performed) for every device in the system.

Once the devices of interest have been
selected, DEVSERV provides several types
of output. The standard output includes at

least one line per device, indicating device
number, subystem id, and various indica-
tions of device status, as shown in Figure 1.
This figure also shows a hexadecimal dis-
play of the UCB for the device. DEVSERV
allows several different control blocks to be
displayed. These include the UCB, the DCE
(Device Characteristics Extension), the
SSSCB (Storage Subsystem Control
Block), and the DPCT (Device Performance
Characteristics Table). Finally, for really
detailed information, a hexadecimal display
of information returned by any of several
channel commands can be obtained. These
include RDC (Read Device Characteristics),
RCD (Read Configuration Data) and SNSS
(Sense Subsystem Status). While these
displays provide a great deal of data, an
understanding of channel programming is
necessary to fully understand their details.

Both the QDASD and QTAPE options
provide the ability to distinguish between an
emulated device (as reflected in the device’s
UCB) and the underlying real device (as
reflected in the DCE). This can be useful in
debugging device type conflicts. The QPAVS
option is similarly useful in debugging prob-
lems involving Parallel Access Volumes,
since it shows each base device and all of its
alias devices, as well as any error status (such
as ‘INV-ALIAS’ or ‘NOT PAV’).

OTHER DEVSERV PARAMETERS

Two other DEVSERV parameters are
worth special mention — CHKFAIL and
VALIDATE. CHKFAIL may be especially
useful when examining a range of devices
to indicate any whose MVS control blocks
contain data different from that obtained
from the device. VALIDATE can be used to
update the DCE based upon the data
obtained from the device so that the two are
in sync. This is sometimes useful in device
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type conversions where a full-volume copy
or restore was done between devices with
differing numbers of alternate cylinders.

Because it can provide such a large range
of information, the syntax of the DEVSERV
command can become somewhat complex.
Fortunately, taking a cue from DOS and
UNIX, help is available by simply specifying
‘DEVSERV QDASD,?’ or ‘QTAPE,?’.

The output from DEVSERV is not cus-
tomizable. It can also be somewhat cryptic,
and it may vary slightly depending upon
what parameters were specified on the
command. A legend displayed as part of the
output is usually sufficient to understand
the result, but if not, the System Messages
manual (SA22-7637) can be consulted.
Also, because DEVSERV usually performs
an I/O operation to the devices to obtain its
information (unless the ‘NOIO’ parameter
is specified), the results may vary slightly
from one execution to the next.

CHANGES IN DEVSERV

Both the syntax and output of DEVSERV
do change periodically to keep up with changes
in disk and tape subsystem technology. Some

recent changes include those introduced by
APAR OW47937, which provides FICON
support, and OW47533, which fixes a
problem in the DEVSERV output for Shark
devices that have more than 32 alias UCBs
defined for a single base UCB.

There are also several somewhat “undoc-
umented” uses of DEVSERV. These include
the DLD parm, which causes information
from the ‘DISPLAY LIBRARY DATA’
command to be returned to DEVSERV for
help in diagnosing problems with peer-to-
peer VTS (Virtual Tape Server) installations,
and QPTH and CLRPTH parameters for
querying and eliminating unnecessary

“pinned track header” information which
may be present in NVS if a RAMAC device
was powered-off in an unusual manner.

Familiarity with the use of DEVSERV and
similar console commands can be a useful
skill in obtaining such device-related informa-
tion whenever and wherever it is needed.  

NaSPA member Steve Pryor is a senior software
developer with DTS Software, Inc., a vendor of
enterprise storage management products. He
can be contacted at pryor@atlanta.com.

DS QD,VOL=STOR05,UCB

IEE459I 08.06.31 DEVSERV QDASD 627                                    
UNIT VOLSER SCUTYPE DEVTYPE   CYL SSID SCU-SERIAL DEV-SERIAL EF-CHK  
0A8A STOR05 3990C02 3390A18  2226 0000 0102-00000 0113-00000 BYPASS  

UCB AT V00F490D8                                                    
0188FF8C0A8A0000 00F4916000C1F8C1 3030200F00F490B0 00010100E2E3D6D9   
F0F5040000000006                                                      

UCB PREFIX AT V0231BEA8                                             
0004004000000000 000000000001010A 289C011380008080 FCFFFFFFFFFFFFFF   
0108000000000001                                                      

UCB COMMON EXTENSION AT V00F490B0                                   
0000094020AA0000 0231BEA80000002E 0000000000FCCB4C 00F4907800000000   
****      1 DEVICE(S) MET THE SELECTION CRITERIA                      
****      0 DEVICE(S) FAILED EXTENDED FUNCTION CHECKING

FIGURE 1: OBTAINING DEVICE AND UCB INFORMATION 


